The Awesome Time Is created to be A Wittnesses of God
God begins to give birth to time at early dark on day one (Hebrew “Yom Ekawd” or day He is One) and God said; “I form the light, I create darkness”
(Isaiah 45:7). “In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth.
Now the earth was formless and empty, darkness was over the face of
the deep, and the spirit of God was hovering over the waters. “Then
God said let there be light” (Gen 1:1-2). Every Scientist and geologist
believe from the evidence that the earth was once on fire similar to the stars.
The earth is the only recorded created entity that would give light on the first
three days of creation. God did not identify the earth as a star or a sun but He
identifies the earth as the Earth. The dark is created just once in the creation.
The light occults on and off upon the dark.
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Our modern day is measure as an artificial solar or day of
the sun. In the entire Bible God does not record just once
to have an artificial Bible solar day. Genesis 1-14 In the
beginning creation there was no solar or Bible Sunday.
The reason there was no sun, no moon or no stars
created in the beginning first three days of the creation.
Consequently in the first three days of creation it is
impossible to have a solar Bible day of Sunday when
there is no created sun. So the first day of creation is not
a solar day as we today now identify one revolution of the
earth upon it’s axis and today the sun is measured
artificially with instruments as the light occults on and off
upon the earth once every twenty-four hours.
Beginning night of day One of the Sabbaton Christ
resurrects at early dark and the
Christian dispensation is started
Christ ascends up John 20:17: and the Kingdom of God is established Heb. 1:8
The Ekklesia is established at the resurretion

All Christisans are justified or Pased Over by the resurrection
All christians given new birth through the resurrection 1Pet 1:3
Buried in water into the death of Christ raised into his resurrection Rom
6:3-7

God creates the Moon on the fourth day

Baptism saves by or through the resurrection 1Pet
3:21

God Creates the sun on the
fourth day of creation Gen 1:14
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Matthew 28:1 record Christ to
resurrect in the end of the
Sabbaton as epiphosko or night
lighting into day one of the
Sabbaton.
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Christ Resurrects at Dusk on a solar cycle of the Creation of the Universe

The Resurrection Moment of Y'ehsus is
recorded to resurrect at early yet it was
dark on Day one of the Sabbaton (John
20:1)
Mark 16:9 declares and
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dusk at the beginning of
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cycle of the Sabbaton
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